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ABSTRACT

General Terms

Ultra Wideband Impulse Radio (UWB-IR) technology has
received a lot of attention from the radio engineering community during the past few years. It features a number of attractive characteristics for wireless sensor networks, among
which an ultra low power consumption, a strong robustness
to interference and a high accuracy ranging capability.
Unfortunately, its time-based nature makes it difficult to
model in a network simulator. Although some mathematical models have been proposed, all of them are limited to a
particular modulation type, a specific receiver architecture
and often to a channel model. This situation has slowed
down the development of communication protocols specifically designed for these radios.
This paper presents a novel symbol-level simulator for
UWB-IR which can accurately model pathloss, large-scale
fading, small-scale fading and collisions. This physical layer
is used to implement a model of an IEEE 802.15.4A UWBIR radio transceiver based on energy detection.
To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first network
simulation model of IEEE 802.15.4A UWB-IR radios, the
first model of an energy-detection receiver and more generally the first network simulation model of symbol-level
UWB-IR. It offers several channel models of various complexity, so that exploratory simulations can be run quickly
and high precision results can be generated when desired.
This simulation model allows to evaluate precisely the bit
error rate and in particular the impact of collisions, a major
cause of energy waste at the medium access control level.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Ultra Wideband [28] is a radio technology defined by the
FCC [13] as any signal whose bandwidth is larger than 0.2
times its center frequency, or larger than 500 MHz. Regulations allow the unlicensed operation of UWB devices on
spectrum already allocated for narrow band systems, the
strict power limits imposed to UWB preventing interferences
with already deployed systems.
Several approaches have been developed to make use of
this spectrum; multi-band orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MB-OFDM UWB) [6], Impulse Radio (UWB-IR)
[30], FM-UWB [14]. MB-OFDM has been selected for Wireless USB devices, Impulse Radio has been standardized as an
alternative physical layer for wireless sensor networks in the
IEEE 802.15.4A standard [2] and FM-UWB is a candidate
physical layer for the upcoming IEEE 802.15.6 standard [1].
Among those, Impulse Radio is the most challenging to
model in a network simulator. Based on the emission of
short impulses in the order of the nanosecond, and using
long guard times to protect against Inter Symbol Interference (ISI), this technology makes multi user interference especially problematic to evaluate.
Several analytic models [27, 31, 16, 18] have been developed. To allow this approach, many assumptions have
been made, some of which were later invalidated [8]. Due to
the current lack of available hardware, these analytic models cannot be easily validated experimentally. The existing
models are also often restricted to a combination of a specific modulation, a specific receiver, and a specific channel
model. They are difficult to adapt to other cases (modulation, receiver, channel) because of the assumptions necessary
to simplify the computations.
This paper presents and alternative approach. Instead
of aiming to obtain an analytic model, it models the packets at the pulse level. The modulation, the propagation
and the reception are clearly separated, allowing to evalu-

ate several receiver designs for the same modulation type.
The radio power consumption is easily obtained by monitoring the time spent by the radio in each possible state. A
complete implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4A standard
is described, using the official channel models as specified in
[20].
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of the IEEE 802.15.4A UWB Phy layer, section 3
discusses related work, section 4 presents a detailed UWBIR symbol-level simulation model and its use to study the
IEEE 802.15.4A UWB Phy layer, section 5 gives implementation details, section 6 presents some simulation results and
section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

THE IEEE 802.15.4A STANDARD

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [3] defines physical and medium
access control layers for wireless sensor networks. The IEEE
802.15.4A working group [2] was created to develop an alternative physical layer that would provide communications
and high precision ranging. The standard consists of two
physical layers: an ultra wideband impulse radio layer and
a chirp-spread spectrum layer.

2.1

Burst Position Modulation

The IEEE 802.15.4A UWB Phy layer uses a Burst Position Modulation (BPM) scheme. Short impulses are sent
consecutively to form a burst, and the time position of this
burst in the symbol codes the symbol value (0 or 1). The
number of pulses per burst and the pulse duration can take
several possible values ; in this work, only the values of the
mandatory mode, 2 ns per pulse and 16 pulses per burst
were considered.
Each symbol codes one data bit value through the burst
time position and one error correction bit value in the burst
polarity. This last value may not be demodulated by the
receiver, but must be present in the signal. Each symbol is
divided into four equal time intervals (each of 256.4 ns in
the mandatory mode), as shown on Figure 1. The first and
third time intervals are further subdivided into time hopping
positions (there are eight such positions in the mandatory
mode) to smooth the signal’s spectrum.
If the burst codes a zero, it is sent during one of the time
hopping positions of the first window. Otherwise the burst
is sent during one of the time hopping positions of the third
window. The second and fourth time intervals are guard
times that protect the signal against Inter Symbol Interference (ISI): while the signal propagates, multipath components are created by reflections. The guard times are sufficiently large so that the multipath components that could
reach the next active time hopping position will be strongly
attenuated.

Figure 1: An IEEE 802.15.4A UWB Phy Symbol

2.2

Reception

The very short duration of the pulses makes them difficult to detect. Since there is no carrier signal, the channel

is empty most of the time even though a transmission is
ongoing. The only part of the signal that can be reliably detected (using a dedicated algorithm) is the synchronization
preamble, with which all transmissions begin. It consists of
a sequence of isolated pulses common to all devices that are
part of the network.
Figure 2 shows an IEEE 802.15.4A UWB frame. It starts
with the preamble sequence, shown in grey, and it is followed
by the Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) and the data payload,
both transmitted using Burst Position Modulation.

Figure 2: An IEEE 802.15.4A UWB Phy Frame
Several receiver architectures are possible to detect the
pulses: the correlation receiver, the energy-detection receiver, the rake receiver... The correlation receiver samples
the pulse waveform and compares it to a local template.
This receiver type can, in addition to detecting the time
position of the burst, evaluate its phase (or polarity) and
decode an additional error correction bit.
The energy detection receiver evaluates the energy on the
channel in each time window of the time position modulation
and compares these two values to decode the symbol.
More broadly, receiver architectures are divided in two
families: coherent and noncoherent. Coherent receivers (such
as the correlation receiver) can demodulate the polarity of
the burst while noncoherent receivers (such as energy detection) cannot.
Although the demodulation of the polarity allows to use
more sophisticated error correction procedures with coherent receivers, noncoherent receivers have the advantage of
simplicity, leading to a lower cost and a lower power consumption. These two characteristics are very important for
sensor networks which must operate for years on a single
battery and can comprise hundreds of devices.

2.3

Multiple Access Interference

Multiple Access Interference (MAI) is a wireless communication problem that happens when two or more radio signals
simultaneously reach a same radio receiver, potentially preventing the message reception. When this is the case, it is
said that a collision happened. Frame collisions are a wellknown cause of energy waste for ultra low power Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocols [12, 11].
When simulating narrow band radio systems, the received
signal strength can be computed for each frame arriving at
the receiver. These values can be used to evaluate the signal
to noise ratio during a frame reception, and these values of
the signal to noise ratio can be mapped to bit error rates
using closed-form analytical expressions (depending on the
modulation type).
With UWB-IR systems, the transmitted signal is discontinuous, and thus the received signal strength varies much
more frequently. It can be seen on Figure 1 that during
most of the IEEE 802.15.4A symbol length (1025.64 ns in
the mandatory mode) no signal is transmitted, since there is
only one burst of pulses per symbol. This allows the transmitter to be active only during a fraction of the symbol
time: 3.1% in the mandatory mode. The receiver, which
doesn’t know the bit value a priori, must listen during both

time windows’ time hopping positions and thus must be active during (at least) 6.2% of the symbol in the mandatory
mode. This duty-cycling of the transceiver has been studied
in [7] to lower the power consumption.
This in-symbol signal duty-cycling offers robustness not
only against ISI but also against MAI: since the transmitters
are not synchronized, an interfering burst can occur with
equal probability at any point during a symbol. There is
thus only a probability 2TBurst/TSymbol that an interfering
burst arrives during the time hopping position associated to
the opposite bit value of the signal. The probability that
this interfering burst arrives during the other time hopping
position is also equal to 2TBurst/TSymbol . In both cases, a
pulse collision happens.

Figure 5: Collision in opposite windows.
makes the pulse waveform more difficult to detect, while for
an energy-detection receiver the same collision can improve
the demodulation.

2.4

Figure 3: No pulse collision.
When two frames collide, for each symbol of the frame
three cases can happen from the receiver’s point of view.
In the first case, illustrated in Figure 3 (with a two pulses
burst and only two time hopping positions for simplicity),
the burst of the interfering signal falls between the two positions to code a 0 and to code a 1, and does not have any
effect on the receiver.
In the second case, illustrated in Figure 4, the burst of
the interfering signal falls somewhere during the burst of
the source. This can have a positive effect with an energydetection receiver.
In the last case, illustrated in Figure 5, the burst of the
interfering signal falls during the time position opposite to
the value sent by the source. The value demodulated by
the receiver depends in this case of the two signals’ relative
intensities.

3.

The exact effect of a collision depends on the receiver type.
This section focused on an energy-detection receiver that listen only during the two possible burst positions. But some
other receivers estimate the channel during the synchronization preamble and listen during larger time windows in order to exploit the multipath components of the signal. In
that case, the probability of collision increases. For correlation receivers, a collision of two pulses in the same window

RELATED WORK

This section describes several existing models that evaluate the multi user interference in UWB-IR systems.

3.1

The Gaussian Approximation

By assuming that the sum of all interfering signals is a
mean-zero Gaussian random process, it is possible [9, 31,
22] to derive the bit error rate as a function of the number
of currently active users for a correlation receiver and for an
Average White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, for various modulations: Time-Hopping Pulse Position Modulation
(TH-PPM), Time-Hopping Phase Shift Keying (TH-PSK)
and Direct Sequence Phase Shift Keying (DS-PSK).
This approach is simple and fast, and can be adapted to
multipath channels [10]. However, the Gaussian Approximation has been shown [4, 8] to over-estimate the performance.
In addition, its adaptation to energy detection receivers is
not straightforward.

3.2
Figure 4: Collision in the same window.

Error Correction

The standard proposes two error correction schemes, a
mandatory one and an optional one.
The mandatory scheme is based on a Reed-Solomon code
that must be encoded as additional symbols at the end of the
packet by all transmitters and which can be demodulated by
all receivers.
The optional convolutional code can be encoded by some
transmitters and can be demodulated and used by coherent
receivers. It is mathematically more complex, but could
improve greatly the robustness of the transmissions as it
stores one parity bit in the burst polarity of each symbol.

Characteristic Function

An alternative to the Gaussian Approximation is to compute characteristic functions (CF) [21]. This approach has
been applied to DS and TH PPM and Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), and to AWGN and log-normal fading multipath channels. Here again, only the correlation receiver was
considered.
The CF approach, however, requires numerical evaluations of some integrals. The precision of the simulation results depends on the precision with which the integrals are
evaluated, and this can greatly slow down the simulations.

3.3

The Pulse Collision Model

In [16], the authors consider that errors are caused by
pulse collisions. They evaluate for each symbol the number of possible pulse collisions (depending on the number of
currently active transmissions), the probability of each case
and the impact on the bit error rate for each case.
This leads to an analytic expression of the bit error rate for
correlation receivers in AWGN channels for pulse position
modulation and time hopping coding. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to introduce multipath channels in the model or to
consider energy detection receivers.

3.4

Large Deviations and Importance Sampling

In [18], the authors combine two methods, large deviation
and importance sampling, for computing the BER of a coherent rake receiver with a correlation detector, using BPSK
modulation and with arbitrary multipath channels between
the transmitters and the receiver.
Large deviation is fast but makes the assumption that all
interferers are small. Therefore the approach taken by the
authors is to use the more computionally intensive method
of importance sampling for so-called large interfers, and to
use large deviations otherwise.
Unfortunately this work was not adapted to BPM modulation or to non-coherent receivers, and is not currently
available for network simulation.

3.5

Cumulative Noise

The only UWB-IR physical layer model for network simulation publicly available today is described in [19]. It considers BPSK modulation and time hopping coding with variable bit rate, and a deterministic channel model without
multipath inspired from [15].
It associates an average power level to each packet, computes an average noise level from interfering packets during
the reception of a packet, and uses lookup tables to convert this average signal to noise ratio into a bit error rate.
The data from the lookup tables are derived from Matlab
simulations.
It is difficult to adapt to position modulation or to energy
detection receivers since the lookup tables must be regenerated.

3.6

CTU

An analytical framework named CTU [5] aims to evaluate
the saturation throughput of MAC protocols for Impulse Radio using pulse position modulation, considering log-normal
fading multipath channels.
Its application is restricted to nodes deployed randomly
and uniformly on a square region. In addition, this framework requires precise knowledge of the MAC protocol: the
probability of being in one of the protocol’s states (the stationary distribution) must be known. This is difficult to
evaluate for today’s sophisticated MAC protocols.

3.7

Conclusion

The problem of modeling MAI for UWB-IR systems has
been studied extensively and using various approaches. However, they are often restricted to the correlation receiver,
some have not been or can not be adapted to pulse position modulation (which is necessary to model the IEEE
802.15.4A UWB standard), and some are restricted to simple channel models that do not account for multipath propagation.

Among all the approaches discussed above, only one was
implemented in a network simulator.

4.

PROPOSAL

This section describes a flexible ultra wideband simulation
model based on the Omnet++ discrete event simulation engine [29] and on the MiXiM simulation framework [17]. The
MiXiM simulation framework is a library of simulation models for wireless and mobile networks. It is straightforward to
adapt to novel communication channels and provides software components that facilitate modeling detailed physical
phenomena. This allows to focus on the physical processes
instead of introducing novel concepts in the simulator as was
done in [19] with NS-2.
Instead of implementing an analytical closed-form model
of bit error rate, the approach taken here is to model every
single pulse of each symbol. The channel model generates
multipath components, and the receiver builds a list of all
interfering signals that reaches it during the reception of
a packet. The receiver computes the probability of successfully decoding each symbol as a function of all pulses present
in the two modulation positions of the symbol.
This information is then used to compute the demodulation error probability for each symbol. This probability
depends on the receiver architecture. This work considers
an energy detection receiver, but other architectures could
be implemented as well.
In the particular case of the energy detector, two types of
interference can happen: negative interference when the interfering pulses fall in the window coding the opposite value
(e.g. coding a 1 when the transmitter sent a 0) and positive
interference when the interfering pulses fall in the window
in which the pulses of the transmitted signal have been sent.

4.1

Assumptions

Our current implementation makes the following assumptions: no clock drift, channel coherence time larger than
packet duration, no interference from other systems, triangular pulse shapes, no time hopping, uniform random data
bits, no error correction, noncoherent energy-detection receiver and simple threshold-based synchronization logic.
• No clock drift: since each system has its own clock,
clock drift is unavoidable. The synchronization preamble of a packet allows the receiver to synchronize on the
transmitter’s clock. Without clock drift, after synchronizing on the preamble, the synchronization remains
accurate for the whole packet duration: the energy detection receiver always samples energy perfectly at the
peak of the considered pulse. In practice, techniques
such as pulse tracking at the circuit level and relative
clock drift learning at the MAC level allow to compensate the effect of clock drift.
• The channel coherence time is larger than the packet
duration: the parameters characterizing the channel
are randomly generated at the beginning of the packet
reception, and are not modified during the reception.
New channel parameters are generated at each packet
arrival.
• Interference from other UWB systems such as MBOFDM-UWB or FM-UWB, or from narrow band systems such as IEEE 802.11, are not taken into account.

This could be added at a later time thanks to the architecture of the MiXiM simulation framework.
• Triangular pulses: this simplifies the storage of the
pulse waveform thanks to linear interpolation, and is
also realistic because such pulses are easy to generate.
More sophisticated waveforms such as the Gaussian
monocycle could be easily modeled similarly, except
that more points should be stored.

They are based on a modified Saleh-Valenzuelah channel
model [26]: for each pulse of each burst, multipaths components are generated according to a stochastic process. The
channel is supposed coherent for the duration of the packet.
Figure 6 illustrates this model, with the initial pulse shown
in grey and the smaller pulses caused by the channel shown
in white. The number of clusters, the amplitudes of the
echoes and the number of pulses in each cluster are all determined using stochastic models.

• No time hopping: the bursts are always located in the
first time hopping position of a signal that code either
a zero or a one. It is assumed that since the nodes are
not synchronized at the symbol level, the statistical bit
error rate is the same with and without time hopping
(if the number of tranmissions is large enough).
• No error correction: Since the standard does not mandate the decoding of any of the schemes, the current
implementation is close to the standard even though
it does not yet generate the Reed-Solomon error correction bits at the end of the packets.
• Random bit values: the MAC layer computes the total
packet size and generates as many bit values with a
uniform random variable.
• Energy detection receiver: this architecture was chosen
because it has not been studied as extensively as the
correlation receiver and because of its low complexity.
This property make it interesting for sensor networks,
despite its lower performance.
• Synchronization: since UWB-IR is a carrierless transmission, the signal is difficult to detect. Interferences
during synchronization can cause misdetection. A randomized approach was taken in [19]. Here, the radio
synchronizes on the first synchronization preamble beginning if this signal is higher than some threshold.
The interference from other ongoing transmissions is
not yet modeled.

4.2

Transmitter

The generated signal implements the Burst Position Modulation of the standard, using the mandatory mode. Power
consumption estimates are taken from [25], and pulses have
a triangular shape. This pulse shape has the advantages
of being simple to generate in real hardware implementations and of being simple to represent in memory and to
manipulate, as only three values must be stored per pulse
to mark the start, the end and the peak of the pulse (the
other values are linearly interpolated). The synchronization
preamble used has the default size of 71.5 µs.
The Reed-Solomon error correction code that is required
for compliant transmitters has not yet been implemented in
this model. Since the use of this information is optional at
the receiver, the simulator’s results remain valid with regard
to the IEEE 802.15.4A standard.

4.3

Channel

Most channel models specified by the IEEE 802.15.4A
working group [20] have been implemented: Residential Line
of Sight (LOS) CM1, Residential Non Line of Sight (NLOS)
CM2, Indoor office LOS CM3, Outdoor LOS CM5 and NLOS
CM6 and Open outdoor NLOS CM7.

Figure 6: A pulse and its echoes as specified in the
IEEE 802.15.4A channel model.
In addition, the simpler and faster stochastic channel model
proposed by Ghassemzadeh [15] has also been implemented.
This allows to run simulations faster while still keeping a
good degree of precision.
For all models, several parameters that describe the channel are generated according to random variables (Poisson
for the IEEE models and truncated Gaussians for the Ghassemzadeh model), for each packet.

4.4

Receiver

An energy-detection receiver has been implemented. The
current synchronization logic is very simple. It evaluates
the mean power level of the synchronization preamble and
assumes that the synchronization is successful if this value
is higher than some threshold. Currently, the interferences
of the other ongoing transmissions on the synchronization
preamble are not considered.
For each data symbol, it considers the two burst positions
coding respectively a zero and a one. The receiver does not
attempt to collect the energy of the multipath components.
At each pulse peak position in the burst, the receiver samples the energy on the channel and squares it. The sums of
all squares for each window are compared, and the bit value
associated to the window with the highest energy level is
decoded.
If the two energy values are too close to each other, a random bit value is generated. The threshold for this case is
set at run-time by the simulation user. If there are interfering signals, they are taken into account when sampling the
channel, and in addition, the thermal noise in the receiver
is also modeled.
In the current implementation, a packet is discarded if it
has at least one bit error.
The estimate of the receiver’s power consumption is taken
from a correlation receiver as described in [24, 7]. As correlation receivers are more complex, the power consumption
of energy-detection receivers should be below that value.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Contrarily to NS-2 [19], the MiXiM simulation framework
provides good foundations for implementing such a low-level
model. More information on this framework can be found
in [17].

5.1

Physical Layer

An UWBIRPhyLayer class was introduced. It instantiates
the channel model and the decider chosen by the user, and
initializes the radio model.

5.2

Radio Model

MiXiM provides a detailed four states radio model that
allows to take into account transition states: Idle, Reception,
Transmission and Switching.
A fifth radio state, Synchronization, that precedes Reception, was added. The evaluation of the radio power consumption is done in an UWBIRRadio subclass of Radio, by
counting the time spent in each state of the radio.

5.3

Signal and Packet Structure

The data to send is encoded in a TimeMapping object as
provided by the MiXiM framework. Each pulse is stored
with three points, marking the beginning, the peak and the
end of the triangular pulse. The amplitude of the pulse at
any point in time is computed by linear interpolation.
Since the decider demodulates the signal, it needs the original bit values to evaluate the bit error rate. In the current
implementation, they are generated randomly at the MAC
layer, and stored in a UWBIRMacPkt Omnet++ message.

5.4

Synchronization

The synchronization preamble of the IEEE 802.15.4A is
generated and stored at the beginning of the TimeMapping
object that represents the signal.
The synchronization logic is implemented in the bool UWBIREnergyDetectionDeciderV2 ::attemptSync( ConstMappingIterator* mIt) method. It returns true if the synchronization was successful, and false otherwise. Other synchronization algorithms can be implemented by subclassing the
decider and simply overloading this method.

6.
6.1

EVALUATION
Channel Models

Figure 7 shows the Bit Error Rate as a function of the
distance between a source and a receiver. The receiver uses
energy detection with a 3 dB sensitivity. The source sends
100 packets of 80 bits each, and the simulation is run three
times for each combination of distance and channel model.
Ten points are considered between 1 and 10 meters and nine
points from 20 to 100 meters.
Four channels models are evaluated: the Ghassemzadeh
Line of Sight and Non Line of Sight models, and the IEEE
802.15.4A residential LOS (CM1) and residential NLOS (CM2)
models. The results for the Ghassemzadeh LOS can not be
seen on the figure since all bit values were correctly demodulated and thus the BER is equal to zero. Similarly, the
CM1 (LOS) model shows a low BER for all distances. The
CM2 (NLOS) model transitions abruptly from a low BER
between 0.001 and 0.01 around 7 meters to its peak of 0.5
starting at 10 meters. The Ghassemzadeh NLOS shows a
similar trend, albeit following a smoother line and with a
slightly better performance.
The good results obtained with both LOS channels highlight the problem of their validity range. For instance, the
CM1 model is based on measurements covering a range between 3 and 28 meters. More generally, an increase of distance usually decreases the probability of a LOS link when

Figure 7: Bit Error Rate as a function of the link
distance with channel models Ghassemzadeh LOS,
Ghassemzadeh NLOS and IEEE 802.15.4A CM1
(residential LOS) and CM2 (residential NLOS) for
a 3dB receiver sensitivity.
deploying radio systems. Thus, NLOS channel models should
be preferred.

6.2

Receiver Sensitivity

The receiver modeled in this work can demodulate a bit
value if the difference between the energy in the first time
window and the energy in the second time window is larger
than a threshold.
Figure 8 shows the bit error rate as a function of the distance between the sender and the receiver on a bilogarithmic
graph, for three receiver configurations: the sensitivity was
set to 1, 3 and 10 dB. The simulations were run for 19 different distances, and for each distance three runs were made
to avoid bias from the pseudo random number generators.
During each run, the sender transmits 100 packets of 80 bits
each. Thus for each considered distance, 24000 bits values
are randomly generated, time modulated and sent to the
receiver. The channel model used is Ghassemzadeh NLOS.
As expected, the performance increases with a higher sensitivity. However, a high sensitivity decreases the robustness
of the system in presence of interferers (UWB or narrowband), an effect that cannot be seen in the figure.

6.3

Multiple Access Interference

Figure 9 illustrates the effect on bit error rate of simultaneous transmissions using boxplots and logarithmic axises.
The receiver is placed at the center of a square with a length
of 20 meters, and all transmitters are placed randomly on
this square. During each run, each transmitter sends continuously 250 packets of 10 bytes each. Each case is repeated
15 times to avoid bias because of a particular configuration
of the nodes. Thus 300 000 data symbols are demodulated
for each number of simultaneous transmissions considered.
When considering only two or three simultaneous transmissions, the median BER is around 5%. This error rate
is acceptable, especially for random access protocols, and
the final packet error rate would probably benefit from the
Reed-Solomon error correction mechanism.

the computation time. The maximum interference distance
should be configured adequately in order to avoid unnecessary computations. The simulation runs for figure 9 suggested a linear relation between the number of simultaneous
transmissions and the time to simulate a symbol (from 0.72
ms with two transmitters to 4.98 ms with 9 transmitters).
Note that the performance variation between the two figures is due to the use of different computers.

7.

Figure 8: BER as a function of the link distance
(Ghassemzadeh NLOS channel model, and various
receiver sensitivity settings).

8.
Figure 9: BER as a function of the number of simultaneously transmitting nodes (Ghassemzadeh NLOS
channel model, 3 dB receiver sensitivity).
With higher numbers of simultaneous transmissions, the
median error rate steadily increases and reaches approximately 10% for the maximum considered number of interferers, 10. The BER degradation is smooth and in all cases,
the stochastic channel introduces some level of variability in
the results.

6.4

Simulation Performance

The channel model has a major impact on the simulation
system’s performance. It is recommended to start working with the simpler Ghassemzadeh channel model for exploratory simulations, and to switch to the more complex
IEEE 802.15.4A channel models to increase the accuracy of
the results when required. For instance, the simulations for
figure 7 were seven times slower for the IEEE channel models
(on average 15 ms per symbol) than for the Ghassemzadeh
channel models (on average 2.2 ms per symbol).
The number of simultaneous transmissions also impacts

CONCLUSION

This paper presented, to the authors’ knowledge, the first
generic Ultra Wideband Impulse Radio physical layer model
for network simulation. This model works at the symbol
level instead of using complex mathematical approximations.
Albeit slower than some of the existing mathematical models, its advantages are numerous. It allows to study all types
of receivers, coherent as well as noncoherent, as illustrated
by the energy detector described in this work (many mathematical models favour the correlation receiver). It allows
to study the problem of synchronization and in particular
the impact of interference on synchronization performace.
It also allows to switch between channel models as needed,
from simple models to evaluate large parameter spaces to
highly detailed models such as the IEEE 802.15.4A channel
models when high accuracy is desirable.
In this work, an energy-detection receiver was considered
because of its low complexity, making it an ideal choice for
sensor networks. The implementation of a correlation receiver would also be interesting for comparison purposes,
especially one using the full error correction capabilities of
IEEE 802.15.4A.
Further work will focus on the model validation, on enhancements to the synchronization logic and on the implementation of the Reed-Solomon error correction scheme.
WideMac [23], a dedicated MAC protocol for UWB-IR will
be evaluated in combination with wireless sensor networks
routing protocols.
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